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EVDense Announces the Release of the EVDense Digital Diary Application for the iPhone
The EVD iPhone App makes it easier than ever to keep a record of your daily life.
Dec. 22, 2009 - PRLog -- Seattle, WA – EVDense Corporation, a leader in providing innovative software
applications for the Web, last week released the EVDense Digital Diary service for the iPhone. EVDense
subscribers can now use their iPhones to record their voice memos directly into their account, create and
store journal entries in an instant, and capture photos and send them to EVDense. It has never been easier to
keep a record of your life and with the use of the EVDense service there has never been a better way to
protect yourself with evidence.
The new EVD iPhone App simplifies the way users can store their personal events. Because it is fast and
easy to upload your thoughts, anyone who writes in a journal or calendar can easily make a permanent
record of any event as soon as it happens. “We see this as an incredibly exciting development, because our
subscribers can now instantly capture not only the event, but also the emotions of the moment,” says Roger
Yee, Co-CEO of EVDense Corporation. “The uses for the EVD iPhone App go far and wide, including
adults struggling to explain child custody issues, employees who are harassed at work, students in class or
in study groups, or writers and composers who are in the middle of creating new works of art.”
The EVDense Digital Diary Application for iPhones is available now at Apple’s iPhone App Store. The
download is free and the service is free. The EVD iPhone App is easy to use and simple to understand.
“EVDense has done it with the addition of their iPhone App. I get ideas all of the time as a song writer and
they have made it easy to start protecting my ideas right away,” says Michelle W., a long time EVDense
subscriber. Get the EVD App for your iPhone today and start capturing the moments of your life.
About EVDense
EVDense Corporation (www.evdense.com), headquartered in Seattle, Washington, is a leader in
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications for securely creating, storing, and retrieving electronic files and
documents. The EVDense team has decades of experience in the legal technology industry, and is advised
by seasoned legal experts. EVDense products include Ixio Legal QShift and Business Intelligence Process
Design consulting for business class customers, and EVDense Digital Diary for consumers to create and
store electronic information as evidence.
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